Vehicle Inspection Service

Industry leading UKAS-accredited inspections and compliance reporting covering HGVs, vans,
passenger vehicles, tankers, specialist vehicles and mechanical handling equipment.

Vehicle Inspection Service (VIS) team
The VIS team of engineers covers the UK and Republic of Ireland and works with some of the biggest names in logistics
across a wide range of industry sectors such as retail, construction and 3PL operations. Logistics UK also provides this
service to a large number of SMEs.

You should regularly inspect your vehicles to:
• Ensure compliance with the latest legislative
requirements.
• Rreduce the risk of safety critical defects that could
contribute to accidents.
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• Save money on costly repairs that occur when
defects are left.
• Prevent the possibility of vehicles being prohibited,
drivers receiving graduated fixed penalties and
assist with the improvement of your operator
compliance risk score (OCRS).

Why choose Logistics UK’s Vehicle Inspection Service?
Convenience
Wherever you are in the UK, you’ll have access to one
of our highly skilled engineers, all of whom are trained,
accredited and audited to a national standard and hold
industry recognised irtec licences in vehicle inspection.

Reports
VIS reports are supported by Vision – the leading
compliance platform – specifically designed to enable you
to drive efficiency, cut costs, increase performance and
reduce risk. Using Vision allows you to identify areas that
require attention within your vehicle or equipment fleet
utilising the information contained in your reports.

Reduction in defects and cost saving

defects compared to the national average. Proven
reductions in vehicle defects result in reduced repair
costs, vehicle downtime and risk of prohibitions.

Increased compliance
With a proven track record in reducing vehicle defects
and our effective reporting service, your risk of noncompliance is minimised.

Independence and quality assurance
Being accredited to ISO/IEC 17020:2012 as a Type A
Inspection Body means our inspections are a completely
independent assessment supporting robust quality
monitoring systems.

Statistics show that vehicles we have inspected have
on average 66% less wheel defects and 57% less brake

VIS services by operation
Commercial vehicle inspections

Passenger carrying vehicle inspections

A variety of inspections of your vehicles are available to
help ensure safety, compliance and reduced downtime
due to faults. Our most popular services include
roadworthiness, maintenance, pre-purchase due
diligence inspections, as well as inspections of lifting
equipment (Loler) and The Department for Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) Certificate of Approval for
Road Vehicles Inspections.

A variety of inspections of your vehicles are available to
help ensure safety, compliance and reduced downtime
due to faults.

MHE (mechanical handling equipment) and
racking inspections

Tanker inspection and certification inspections
Comprehensive examinations of tankers and their
associated equipment in accordance with the current
road transport regulations for dangerous goods
movement.

Our warehouse inspection service covers a large variety
of mechanical handling equipment and is designed to
make warehouse safety your main priority as well as save
you the cost of non-compliance.
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VIS sector focus
• Agriculture

• Public sector

• Aviation

• Retail

• Construction

• Sports

• Emergency and rescue
• Finance and insurance
• Food and beverage
• Holidays and travel

• Tanker
• 3PL and 4PL
• Utilities

• Manufacturing

• Vehicle hire

• Media

• Vehicle manufacturing

To learn more about Logistics UK’s Vehicle Inspection Service or to get in
touch with the team visit www.logistics.org.uk/VIS or call 03717 11 22 22*.

T: 01892 526171*
F: 01892 534989
www.logistics.org.uk
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